THE 25 BEST PLACES TO EXPERIENCE THE NEW, TRUE & CLASSIC WEST

- RAFT THE BIGGEST RIVER
- DRINK THE BEST WINE
- DRIVE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ROAD
- AND MORE...
BATHROOM DESIGN GUIDE

Our roundup of great ideas, tips, and products for your next remodel

Tile mania
The flooring we can't get enough of
p. 36
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SHOP
COLORFUL TILES
The surge of Spanish- and Moroccan-inflected tiles on the market means fantastic things for your floor. Be bold: Color and pattern under your feet aren't overwhelming the way they might be on walls.

Ann Sacks
1. Tiempo Yaffo 1.
2. Tiempo Gitanos 7.
4. Tiempo Yaffo 3.
5. Tiempo Gitanos 1.
$69/sq. ft.; annsacks.com.

Walker Zanger
7. Andalusia in Aquamarine, $84/sq. ft.

Mission Tile West
9. Roseton, $15/sq. ft.

Fireclay Tile
11. Seville, $28/tile.

Granada Tile

SHOP
TOP TUBS
Claw-foot tubs are just the start. Freestanding looks range from Zen to jaw-dropping (see the one carved out of a single rock).

Eleganza, Diamond Spas, custom pricing; diamondspas.com.
Mermaid, Wyndham Collection, $1,375; vintage tub.com.
Cathey, Barclay Products, $5,562; barclayproducts.com.
Natural (in granite), Stone Forest, custom pricing; stoneforest.com.

Free the tub
Pull the tub away from the wall, and you gain a dramatic centerpiece. Most freestanding tubs need a little extra room for the drain and tub filler, so they work best in a larger bathroom.
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